## MCCORMICK THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
### 2019-2020 COURSE OF STUDIES
#### Fall 2019 September 3 - December 6
- Reading Week: October 15-18
- Thanksgiving Break: November 25-29
- Christmas Break: December 7

### Course # | Course Title | Faculty | Time | Day | Room
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Biblical Studies**
B 321 | Hebrew Exegesis 1 | Lee (adjunct) | 10:00-11:50a | T/F | 101
B 324 | Greek Exegesis 1 | Zaleski (adjunct) | 4:05-5:55p | M/W | 241
B 410 | Genesis and Difference | Hiebert (emeritus) | 6:00-8:50p | W | 101
B 450 | The Gospels | Tanzer | 6:00-8:50p | T | 101
B 455 | The Untamed Parables of Jesus | Tanzer | 1:15-4:00p | W | 101
B 472 | Ezekiel: Imaginations in Exile | Kang | 1:00-3:50p | M | 101

**Ethical and Theological Studies**
T 315M | Theology a Latin@ | Rodriguez, J. (adjunct) | Fridays 6:00-9:00p; Saturdays 9:00a-4:00p | 11/1, 11/2, 11/8, 11/9, 11/22, 11/23, 12/6, 12/7 | 101
T/H 324 M | History & Theology: African American Heritage | Daniels/Daymond (adjunct) | Fridays 6:00-9:00p; Saturdays 9:00a-4:00p | 9/13, 9/14, 9/27, 9/28, 10/11, 10/12, 11/15, 11/16 | 105

**Interdisciplinary Studies**
I 301 | Pilgrimage in Faithfulness | Valle/Kang/adjuncts: Eastwood/Kuramitsu | 5:00-9:00p | T | 105
I 311 | Academic Research & Writing | Worley | 6:00-9:00p | M | 105
I 478 | Seminar in Research Methods | Cathey | 6:00-8:50p | T | 318

**Ministry Studies**
M 333 | Pastoral Care with African Americans | Edwards-Dunn (adjunct) | Fridays 6:00-9:00p; Saturdays 9:00a-4:00p | 9/6, 9/7, 10/4, 10/5, 11/1, 11/2, 11/22, 11/23 | 105
MED 311 | Intro to Religious Education | Crumpton | 6:00-8:50p | T | 353
MIN 404 | Reflection on the Practice of Ministry | Lindstrom/adjuncts: DeShazier/Bowman/ Marquez | 6:00-8:50p | M | 101

**MPC 337** | Womanist & Feminist Approach to Pastoral Care | Crumpton | 6:00-8:50p | TH | 101
*Prerequisite: Intro to Pastoral Care*

**MUM 312** | Prisons: New Realities, New Mission | Shaw (adjunct)/McBride | 6:00-8:50p | W | 241

**MWP 314** | Intro to Christian Worship | Valle | 1:00-4:00p | T | 101

**MWP 315** | Intro to Preaching | Valle | Fridays 6:00-9:00p; Saturdays 9:00a-4:00p | 9/13, 9/14, 9/27, 9/28, 10/11, 10/12, 10/25, 10/26 | 101
*Will be taught in english & spanish*

**Historical Studies**
H 300 | History Survey I | Daniels/Kim,D. | 6:00-9:00p | W | 105

**Sabbatical Anna Case-Winters**

**Ken Sawyer**
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